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TOTAL FLYING HOURS 2013-14  Last Year % Change

Accident 380 369 +3 

Medical Emergency 381 250 +52

Hospital Transfers 145 218 -33

Other 53 40 +32

TOTAL 959 877 +9    

TOTAL MISSIONS

Accident 252 249 +1

Medical Emergency 220 138 +59

Hospital Transfers 70 104 -33

Other 22 24 -8

TOTAL 564 515 +9    

Operating Income ($000’s) 3,699 3,792 -2

Operating Expenses ($000’s)  4,533 4,171 +8

Trust Income ($000’s) 947 765 +24

Transfers from 
Trust to Company ($000’s) 833 378 +120

Reserves ($000’s) 2499 2526 -1

Key Statistics
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The Otago rescue helicopter has responded to 564 emergencies 
across the region, involving 959 mission hours flying which has 
kept our rescue helicopter and crews busy.    

This was the first full year of the new contract with ACC & 
MOH.   The contract contains a significant portion of Crown 
funding being fixed.  A number of subsequent unexpected 
MOH initiated changes were largely responsible for a $530,000 
increased cost to the Trust for the year.  Whilst the Trust accepts 
its commitment to increased community funding and was able 
to absorb this increase for the first year, Trustees have advised 
MOH their changed usage pattern is not anticipated in the 
contract and is not sustainable.

The Otago Regional Council’s annual donation of $350,000 
continues as the Trust’s valued major sponsor.  We have also 
received very generous donations totalling $506,000 from many 
communities, organisations and individuals across the greater 
region which is most encouraging for Trustees and Rescue Crew.    

The Otago Rescue Helicopter Trust is one of the most efficient 
of the larger Trusts in the country but rescue helicopters are 
expensive to operate, maintain and equip and an even greater 
level of community support is essential to ensure the continuing 
success of the rescue service we have all come to value and 
depend upon.

The Otago Rescue Helicopter Trust has had a busy and challenging 2013-14 year:
•	 564	emergency	missions	requiring	959	flying	hours	–	9%	increase	on	last	year

•	 Strong	Community	donations	$856,000	–	very	encouraging	25%	increase

•	 Community	share	of	total	rescue	helicopter	costs	increased	dramatically	from	$379,000	to	$840,000		largely	caused	by		
 an unexpected change in MOH use pattern under new contract

•	 Ken	Franklin	appointed	Trust	Manager	in	February	2014	–	our	first	administrative	employee

Chairman’s Report

The Otago Rescue Helicopter Trust has had a                   busy and challenging 2013-14 year
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Trustees appointed Ken Franklin as part time Trust Manager in 
February 2014 with a particular emphasis on fundraising and 
creating greater awareness in the wider region of the work 
the Trust undertakes.  Ken has embraced his new role with 
enthusiasm and has quickly earned the respect of those he has 
had the opportunity of working with.

Ken will also be responsible for the Trust’s key relationship with 
its operational partner, Helicopters Otago.  Heli Otago has been 
a critical partner with the Trust in providing this rescue service 
since 1998.  The exceptional quality of service they deliver, 
combined with the dedication they show to their work and to 
the people of this region ensure our community benefits from 
one of the best emergency air ambulance services in New 
Zealand.  Trustees are deeply appreciative of the work that    
HeliOtago and the rescue Crew contribute and we congratulate 
them on their professionalism and performance.

Our seven long-serving Trustees provide enlightened and 
professional governance of the Trust.  Despite increasing 
workloads, compliance requirements and increasing personal 
liabilities, our volunteer Trustees are fully committed to the task 
and continue to guide the organisation through the continuing 

challenges.  I wish to acknowledge and thank them for their 
contributions and commitment to the service we are all proud to 

serve.

Ross	Black
Trust Chairman 

The Otago Rescue Helicopter Trust has had a                   busy and challenging 2013-14 year
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The year in summary 

The 2013-14 year signaled a dramatic shift in the Trust’s 
operating environment. Combined effects of a new Ministry of 
Health contract and a significant 52% increase in the number of 
Ministry of Health (MOH) mission hours, effectively reduced the 
payments per mission that the Trust received from the Crown. In 
turn, this increased our reliance on donations and support from 
the community.

Coinciding with the impact of that new contract, the number 
of hours flown in hospital transfers reduced by some 33%. This 
actually increased financial pressure on the Trust by further 
reducing our average income per flying hour 

The Trust enjoyed a significant 25% increase in donations and 
sponsorship contributions from the community.  Happily, that 
increase helped balance the loss of income accruing under the 
new contract. Even with this support, however a full year loss 
of almost $32,000 was recorded. This deficit was funded from 
reserves.

Our longstanding and successful partnership with HeliOtago 
once again brought real benefit to the operational side of our 
service.  HeliOtago kept a strict control on costs, delivered 
an extensive maintenance programme on our leased aircraft, 
provided the support flight and paramedical crew as required and 
again delivered some of the best performance statistics of any 
emergency air ambulance service in New Zealand.

The	ACC	and	MOH	work	is	governed	by	a	
contract for services
However, rescue missions are conducted on behalf of a number 
of different agencies including the Police for search and rescue, 
district health boards for hospital transfers and—the two biggest 
users—ACC and the Ministry of Health for accidents and medical 
emergencies respectively.

Payments for services from all agencies generally do not cover 
the full cost of those missions but rely upon local community 
contributions to make up the difference. 

The Trust entered a new ACC MOH contract at the beginning of 
the 2013-14 year, the result of extensive negotiation undertaken 
by twelve rescue trusts operating throughout New Zealand.  
Those negotiations lasted almost a year.  The complexity of 
helicopter operations, the unpredictable nature of demand 
for the service and the diversity of air rescue service (type of 
aircraft, type of operator, size of community, size of territory) 
made the task all the more difficult.

The new contract is complex  

Moving from a fixed total cost per hour for flying these missions, 
the new arrangement established a two-part payment system.  

The first part of that arrangement is an hourly-rate payment 
that addresses the variable costs of flying (programmed 
maintenance, fuel and oil) and is paid for every mission-hour 
flown.  This is referred to as the variable payment.  

The second part, paid on a fixed monthly basis, is designed to 
contribute to the less regular high costs of capital, depreciation, 
unanticipated maintenance, training, compliance and other 
long-term expenses associated with maintaining and operating 
a helicopter rescue service.  This is referred to as the capacity 
payment, and it was agreed this payment would remain fixed for 
the five-year term of the contract.

In determining the amount of the capacity payment the parties 
to the negotiation considered the total ACC and MOH fees 
the service received during the 2012 year.  Applying the newly 
calculated “variable” rate to the number of hours flown for 2012, 
the negotiators were able to deduct that sum from the total 
fees and arrive at a residual amount deemed to be the capacity 
payment. 

In adopting this combination of variable fee (paid for each hour 
flown) and the capacity payment (paid monthly and fixed for 
the term of the contract) the parties to the contract reasonably 
assumed the demand on the service would continue to grow 
with only modest annual increases, similar to those experienced 
in the previous decade.  This arrangement provided operators 
with some confidence the anticipated fees for 2013 would be at 
the same level as received in 2012.

However, in 2013, a rapidly escalating demand for MOH 
services—not anticipated by contract negotiators—had an 
immediate and unexpected impact on both crewing resources 
and operating costs borne by the rescue service.

There is no doubt the contract was agreed against a background 
of intentions of partnership, respect and transparency to provide 
a foundation for an agreement that would deliver efficient and 
effective air ambulance and rescue services to meet the needs 
of the community.

The Trust therefore assumed the commitment to such 
principles would protect this community from any unanticipated 
consequences of the contract by ensuring an ongoing and open 
dialogue with the Crown.  At the time of writing this report that 
assumption is proving difficult to deliver. Despite the unpredicted 
and dramatic increase in medical emergencies, the Crown is 
seeking to interpret the contract as a fixed position, unable to be 
changed for its five-year term.

Such a stance, if taken to its ultimate conclusion (and assuming 
a continuation of the growth in MOH demand experienced over 
the last financial year) means the Trust will be unable to fund 
the increasing gap between income and expenses created under 
the new contract arrangements.  This position has been regularly 
communicated directly to the Ministry since becoming apparent.

Community contributions
The Trust enjoyed significant growth in support through 
donations to the service throughout the year.  The Otago 
Regional Council once again committed a substantial 
contribution, which helped underwrite the operation.  The Lions 
clubs in Taieri, Clinton and Lawrence held both brassica growing 
competitions and a “Stars in Their Eyes” event, with associated 

Manager’s Report

Continued over:
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auctions, that generated a lot of money for the Trust and a lot 
of fun for the community.  Contributions from individual families, 
businesses, and charitable entities all helped deliver the increase 
in funding that financed the increasing costs that the Trust faced 
throughout the year.

Increasing pressure on operating costs for the Trust, caused 
through the continuing growth in demand for these services, will 
cause the Trust to be more vigilant in pursuing sponsorship from 
local industry.  A new fundraising policy has been agreed that 
will hopefully result in an increase in the number of corporate 
business names added to the signage on our aircraft.  And, 
we will be looking to attract more contributions from our 
communities in Southland in recognition that one third of our 
missions now come from that region.

Performance
The operation of the service once again delivered an impressive 
performance in comparison with other air ambulance services 
throughout New Zealand.  Our response times (at close to 
six minutes for day time responses) are still better than other 
operators and our cost per flying hour sits at close to half the 
average cost per flying hour of all other trusts.

Our operator Helicopters Otago Limited provided a quality of 
rescue service that can only be described as outstanding.  Their 
organisation received recognition in the year for the contribution 
that they have made to the safety standards of the air industry 
in New Zealand with the receipt of an award from the Civil 
Aviation Authority recognising them as being the best in the 
country.

The Trust congratulates Helicopters Otago for that award.  We 
thank Graeme and Ros Gale for their work and for the dedication 
and contribution made by the flight crew, paramedics and all of 
the back-up personnel who contribute to our target of delivering 
the best quality service to the people of our region.

Ken	Franklin
Trust Manager
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It has certainly been another busy and challenging year.  We 
have seen a large increase in Ministry of Health transfers and 
these increases appear to be continuing.  The increased hours 
brings a number of issues.  The largest impact to the Operator 
is the aircraft maintenance checks (required at least every 50 
hours).  This creates more downtime and the increasing number 
of larger checks increases the number of times a second 
machine needs to be used. 

There are a significant number of times when the two machines 
are now required and this year, on a number of occasions, we 
have had all three machines out at once.  

Over the last 12 months, the other change we have noticed is 
the increase in missions for longer durations especially to some 
of the more outlying areas and often having to transport the 
patient away from Dunedin to Christchurch.   The additional 
length and duration of these missions has been quite a 
noticeable change.

Night missions over the last three or four months requiring a 
second machine have also had a large increase.  This can be a 
real challenge for us, especially after a steady day.  Some days 
have seen us undertake up to eight hours flying. It can be quite 
challenging to make sure we stay within the legal requirements 
for rest periods for crew and we need to make sure that fatigue 
does not creep in and affect our ability.  We are lucky we have a 
number of pilots who can assist and fill the gaps when needed.  

One of the bigger issues going forward is ensuring we have 
sufficient numbers of qualified pilots and crew for the helicopter.  
We have recently employed an additional pilot and have begun 
his training for this specialized work.  It will be at least another 
6 months before he gains the appropriate ratings and is up to 
speed to be a co-pilot.    Training a pilot to the level we are at 
now is a very complex and timely process.  Daytime, nighttime, 
winching, Night Vision Goggles, offshore, Search and Rescue, 
Marine, and Hospital transfers all require their own aspects of 
training and this significantly impacts on the development time 
required for a pilot.  

Another project we started around 12 months ago was to bring 
the Otago Regional Rescue Helicopter up to IFR (Instrument 
Flight Regulation) certification and also obtaining the pilots IFR 
certification.  The aircraft has now been certified.  This was a 
major project, as all the avionics (flight instrument panel and 
aircraft guidance system) plus the communications system was 
rebuilt and/or upgraded.  

To assist with the training on the new avionics, we brought in a 
specialist from the USA who trained our trainer to allow him to 
undertake the necessary training for our pilots.  Grant Withers 
is now the only pilot in New Zealand qualified to train on this 
particular system.  And this aircraft is one of the only aircraft 
in the worlds of this type, equipped with this state of the art 
system.  

The approvals of the Civil Aviation Authority posed a challenge 
during this certification process as the technology is so 
advanced, they did not have anyone who was able to provide 

the required type of training.  CAA have since authorised Grant 
to continue with the training and this is an excellent outcome.  

The rescue helicopter has undertaken three IFR missions 
to Invercargill.  IFR capability is going to bring some major 
advantages for safety when weather or light conditions restrict 
normal flying.  It will be a huge advantage when getting in and 
out of the valley at night when the weather is less than average 
and we know it is fine in Central. It will be a long process to be 
fully certified and have our crew fully qualified but it will enhance 
our safety tenfold.  We aim to have this process completed 
within the next six months.  

In terms of paramedic crewing, we are still okay at this stage but 
when the second and third machines are called, we are actually 
using some of the HeliOtago staff to act as crewman as St John 
may not always have the available resources to release extra 
staff.  This seems to be working and fills the gap. 

The community support out there is huge and the number of 
people and groups visiting the airbase has certainly increased.  
Community service clubs, Probus clubs, Lions clubs all want to 
come to Taieri for a look at the operation, and for a chat.  This is 
good; if people want to know about it, we are certainly keen to 
talk about it and tell them the story.  We are still being seen in an 
extremely good light in the community for the operations we are 
doing.

Without doubt the biggest challenge going forward is the 
maintenance issue (both in down time for the aircraft and in 
cost).  This is a real issue, and will need to be addressed.  

The other aspect I should mention, was the fact that CAA 
awarded Helicopters Otago the Director’s Safety Award. This 
was absolutely unexpected and we are certainly very grateful 
for the award and humbled and privileged to receive it.  

Graeme Gale
Managing Director, HeliOtago

Operator’s Report
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Ross	Black
Trust Chairman

Otago Rescue Helicopter Trust Board

Trustees

Tony Sycamore

Martin Dippie

Warwick	Deuchrass Paul Moodie

Phil Taylor John Gallaher
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Otago Regional Council 350,000.00

Westpac Chopper Appeal 109,839.39

The TW Group Foundation 55,640.78

Bendigo Valley Sports & Charity 50,000.00

Estate Agnes Smaill 50,000.00

Clinton Lions Club 37,000.00

Lawrence Stars in Your Eyes 32,100.00

Rotary Club of Taieri and Taieri Lions 30,000.00

The Warehouse (Alexandra) 26,597.07

Otago Master Builders Association 15,000.00

Judith Hinton 10,000.00

Special Rigs for Special Kids to purchase airway equip 8,009.75

Highlanders Rugby Collection 7,960.40

Wenita Forest Products Limited 5,780.00

Design Windows Central Otago Ltd 5,000.00

Valley Hunting and Fishing Competition 3,500.00

Anonymous 3,190.50

Becks Kids Hunting Competition 2,343.50

The Warehouse (Dunedin) 2,147.55

ANZ Commerical & Agri and Business Banking Teams 2,000.00

BRONZ (Otago) Inc 2,000.00

Mill Relines (NZ) Limited 2,000.00

Highlanders Franchise Limited 1,709.00

PGG Wrightson 1,559.00

Balfour Lions Club 1,500.00

Eastern Dunedin Charitable Club 1,500.00

Hawkins Watts Limited 1,500.00

Landcorp Farming Ltd (Waipori Station) 1,500.00

Lions Club of Alexandra-Dunstan 1,500.00

Lions Club of Ranfurly 1,200.00

Arthur Sykes (A & S Farm 1 Limited) 1,000.00

Christchurch Four Wheel Drive Club 1,000.00

Lions Club of North Otago 1,000.00

Mr and Mrs Morton 1,000.00

Roxburgh Thrift Shop 1,000.00

Stephen Conley - Freedom Wigs 1,000.00

The Late Brodie Paul Carroll 1,000.00

The Late Margaret Bettie 1,000.00

Plus 101 individual & group donations  26,214.73

Total 856,291.67

Donors 2013/14
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